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Present Design Status Of Multichannel 

Power Supply For AHCAL SiPMs.  
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- one per layer – no HV grouping  

- floating output 

- grounding point for each layer should be at the layer itself  

- the final voltage regulation is done on the calibration board 

 

Baseline numbers: 

 - 48 layers per half octant 

 - 32 half-octants 

   Total number of channels: 48*32= 1536 

 

48 channels per module * 16 modules 

768 channels per crate -> two 19-inch 6U crates.  

 

 

Primary External Power Supply for SiPMs  
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  Crate controller integrated with system power 

supply and custom crate back-plane - designed and 

manufactured 

 

  New 48 channels HV module designed and 

manufactured a prototype with 12 channels 

populated. The main changes: 

- significantly improved power conversion part 

- full bridge convertor instead of HB 

- improved cell rectifier scheme with better efficiency 

  and lower pulsations 

- new improved scheme of getting  LV 3.3V 

- new low power optocoupler 

- new PCB design 

 

 

Present Design Status Of Multichannel Power Supply For AHCAL SiPMs.  
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12 bit Precision of output voltage and current readout 10 

< 85 % Humidity conditions 14 

0 – 50 C Temperature range  13 

+/- 80 V Galvanic isolation 12 

< 10 ms Time of quick-action of current limiting circuit 11 

10 bit Precision of current threshold regulation 9 

5 mA Maximum output current 8 

< 10 mV Output voltage ripple and noise at full load 7 

100 ppm/K Temperature coefficient of an output voltage 6 

0,01% Stability of an output voltages 5 

1% Output voltages spread (channel to channel) 4 

12  bit Precision of output voltage regulation 3 

+ (0 to 100) V Range of output voltage 2 

0,5 W Maximum output power 1 
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Channel 0 pulsations (3F3 type transformer) on “cold” and “hot”  

output wire against common module ground. 
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Channel 11 pulsations  

(3A1 type transformer) 

on “cold” output wire against 

common module ground. 

Channel 4 pulsations  

(DRQ70 type transformer) 

on “cold” output wire against 

common module ground. 
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- further improving of background level 

 

- design of dedicated transformer and placement of the production  

order to specialized firm -  ( Würth Elektronik ?) 

 

- design measures to decrease crate(s) electromagnetic emission 

 

- redesign of PCBs 

 

- improvement of the controller and cells firmware 

 

 

Plans for the future  



Thank you for your attention 
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